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Abstract:  As RPG has high sales and profits, lots of developers have supplied various RPG to mar-

ket but it changed to mass production type with sensational advertising, low quality and excessive 

charging and similar contents which affects game market and users’ game play experience. The 

author of this paper studied ways to improve mobile RPG by collecting and analyzing users’ re-

views using crawling on Google Play Store. The author of this paper used topic modeling that uses 

text mining technique and LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) to extract meaningful information from 

collected big data and visualized it. Inferring users’ reviews, figuring out opinions objectively and 

seeking ways to improve games are helpful in improving mobile RPG that can be played continu-

ously. 
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1. Introduction 

As internet has developed and disseminated widely, ways that consumers purchase 

goods have changed rapidly to on-line purchase from off-line purchase. For off-line pur-

chase, it is possible for consumers to have an opportunity to select, touch and test goods 

directly. On the other hand, for on-line purchase, it is common that consumers do not 

have an opportunity to touch and test goods. Accordingly, in case of on-line purchase, 

consumers tend to depend heavily on reviews by other consumers. Such reviews provide 

potential customers and companies with necessary and meaningful information. 

This paper studied ways to improve mobile RPG (Role Playing Game) by using big 

data analysis technique. To extract meaningful information from big data, the author of 

this paper collected users’ reviews from Google Play Store through crawling and extracted 

meaningful text data through tokening. Results were visualized through LDA (Latent Di-

richlet Allocation) and Topic Modeling. Main topics were found through interpretation 

based on results of visualization.  

2. Relevant studies 

Big data analysis aiming to get meaningful information undergoes algorithm and 

mathematical process according to purposes of analysis. Text mining which is a part of 

data mining is to find meaningful patterns based on enormous text data [1]. Collected 

texts allow us to extract frequency of words and includes lots of meaningless words and 

thus it is not easy to find main topics from set of such words. Topic modeling algorithm 

is statistical method which aims to find topics by analyzing words used in vast amount of 

texts and analyze how topics are correlated and how they change over time. Specifically 

[2], LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) proposed by Blei is algorithm known as standard 

tool in the study of topic modeling [3].  

LDA algorithm is production model and finds topics hidden in documents. LDA al-

gorithm aims to reason hidden variable such as structure of documents through observed 
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variable for example documents and words. LDA algorithm can be expressed as stochastic 

graph model as shown in [Figure 1]. 

 

Figure 1. LDA Probabilistic Graph Model. 

Topic is β1:K and each βk is distribution of words. Topic proportion of d th document 

is θd . θd,k is topic proportion of document d for topic k. zd is topic designation of docu-

ment d . zd,n which is n th topic allocation of d can be obtained from fixed words [4]. Kai 

Tian used LDA to sort out software automatically [5]. Tirunillai used LDA to study online 

chatters’ mining marketing by analyzing strategic brands of big data [6]. Bolelli used LDA 

to study topics and trends on text collection [7]. Somasundaran used LDA to sort out bug 

report automatically [8]. 

This study selects RPG genre from various mobile game genres and collects and an-

alyzes users’ thoughts and requests through text mining technique to propose an im-

provement plan. The most objective way of evaluating games is to figure out the voice of 

users. Analysis of game community allows us to figure out the voice of users most objec-

tively. Text mining technique enables us to collect, draw and analyze users’ thoughts and 

requests. This study selected games which many users play among RPG registered in 

Google Play to collect effective user‘s opinions. Mobile RPG that occupies higher rank in 

sales became the subject of this study because games with high sales are high in DAU. 

3. RPG (Role Playing Game) 

RPG (Role Playing Game) is one of game genres which users play most across plat-

form such as PC, console and mobile. For mobile RPG, among mobile games registered in 

Google Play Store as of June 2020, RPG genre accounted for 56 out of top 100 sales [9]. 

Advantages and characteristics of RPG are as follows:  

▶ RPG gives users role of characters and determines identity of users and direction 

of games through sense of unity between game characters and users and exercises a direct 

influence on performing roles in games [10]. 

▶ Users are assigned roles in games and they play a role and they are immersed in 

games deeply and for such sense of immersion, world in games should be alive and dy-

namic [11]. 

▶ Various forms of contents that users should perform playing a role in games exist 

[12]. 

Above mentioned advantages and characteristics along with long play time, out-

standing extensibility and strong game addiction make RPG suitable for on-line platform 

which matches interests of game developers that should make profits continuously. This 

section may be divided by subheadings. It should provide a concise and precise descrip-

tion of the experimental results, their interpretation, as well as the experimental conclu-

sions that can be drawn. 

4. Problems by recent excessive RPG supply 

Game developers’ expectation for high sales and continuous profit making has led 

developers to supply various RPG to markets and accordingly the number of users who 

enjoy RPG has increased. RPG produced recently has shown problems of sensational ad-

vertising, low quality, excessive charging and similar contents which is different from 
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various and characteristic RPG at the beginning of service [13]. Several studies have re-

ported that such mass production type game affects game market and users’ game play 

experience negatively.  

Yeong-joon, Jun said in his study on collective emotion and mobile game use experi-

ence that a feedback which quality of contents is not fully reviewed on platform is a seri-

ous problem which may worsen reliability on service [14]. Dai-hyun, Ki argued in his 

study on interaction between social network service and social network game users that 

keyword of ‘mass production of low quality plagiarism game’ may bring negative view 

of platforms that serve games [15]. Sung-hwa, Chung said that mass production games 

without improvements prevents domestic games from growing and leads to service fail-

ure [16]. 

DAU (Daily Active User) and ARPU (Average Revenue Per User) are very important 

indicators for game developers that place profits before anything else. This leads to a 

profit immediately and better contents are reflected in game development based on such 

profit which can create virtuous circle. Developing mass production type games which 

are characterized by similar contents for sales only is highly likely to lead to the lack of 

diversity in games and users’ distrust. Accordingly, presenting direction which can satisfy 

both game developers and users is needed. 

5. Using big data text mining 

5.1. Text mining 

This study presents a way that collects game reviews by various users and analyze 

them through text mining technique. Most reviews that can be collected on the internet, 

in other words online exist in atypical text form and thus text mining technique is used as 

a way to extract information from such atypical data [17]. Text mining is a part of data 

mining and finds a meaningful pattern based on huge text data [1].  

Human languages have characteristics in terms of vocabulary and grammar. Forms 

of expression are so diverse and complex that it is difficult to find regularity. Human lan-

guages continue to change according to language use environment. Natural language pro-

cessing analyzes and processes languages expressed as characters and understands its 

structure and meaning. Natural language processing allows us to convert documents to a 

form which can be analyzed passing through collection and preprocessing [18].  

5.2. Topic modeling 

Topic modeling finds main topics by analyzing words used in enormous amount of 

text collected and changes according to association between subjects and time [2]. 

Topic modeling is a study methodology which is usefully covered in the field of text 

mining and LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) proposed by Blei is algorithm established 

as a standard tool in topic modeling studies. 

5.3. LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) 

LDA is one of methods which are used most in topic modeling to process natural 

language. LDA shows topics through topic probability. Words with the highest probabil-

ity in each topic provide a good idea of topics [19]. LDA algorithm finds topics hidden in 

documents as production model. LDA algorithm can figure out topics in entire document 

set, topic percent by documents and probability which each word is included in each topic 

and infers posterior probabilities based on conditions that words are produced under the 

assumption that words are not independent [20]. 

5.4. Visualization of data 

Results of text mining through LDA are provided as raw number and it is very diffi-

cult to analyze them and thus visualizing data is needed to make it easy to analyze [21]. 

6. Mobile RPG data analysis 
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Meaningful topics should be extracted from mobile RPG users’ reviews for this 

study. On this end, data are extracted through process of a few steps as shown in Figure 

2 below. 

 

Figure 2. Mobile RPG data analysis. 

Firstly, collect users’ reviews. For this, method of web crawling is used. 

Secondly, convert text data collected through web crawling to numerical data that 

computers can analyze. Preprocessing which filters unnecessary words for converting text 

data to figure data is needed. Preprocessing makes only meaningful letters left in text data. 

Thirdly, configure topic models by using LDA algorithm and find optimum topic 

models by conducting performance evaluation. 

Fourthly, visualize result of topic models so that it can be interpreted easily and seek 

direction of improvement of games by reasoning subjects of users. 

This study used python. 

6.1. Collectiong data by using Python 

Web is basically expressed as HTML and it is managed in a typical form within 

HTML. Technique that brings typical data on the internet, parses and extracts only data 

needed is called crawling [22] which is conducted by using python. 

6.2. Preprocessing by using Python 

Corpus data obtained from crawling is preprocessed such as tokenization, clearing 

and normalization to one’s needs. Tokenization is a process [23] that classifies and sorts 

out a series of input text section and separates language that cannot be divided any more 

in terms of grammar in other words token [24]. Clearing means removing unnecessary 

data in the process of tokenization. Special symbols are representative data that should be 

removed. Normalization means binding words that are different but have the same mean-

ing together. 

Table 1. Example of preprocessing results using Python. 

Before tokenization I am a boy, You are a girl! 

After tokenization “I”, “am”, “a”, “boy”, “You”, “are”, “a”, “girl”! 

Before tabletting I am a boy, You are a girl! 

After tableting I am a boy You are a girl 

Before normalization You, Thou, Thee, Thy 

After normalization You 
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6.3. Encoding 

Encoding is performed through One-Hot Encoding while a computer converts char-

acters into numbers to process letters [25]. In case of One-Hot Encoding which is collection 

of words that do not allow duplication when making word set, it has weakness that as the 

number of words increases, storage space increases and thus data are digitized by focus-

ing on word appearance frequency without considering BoW (Bag of Words) model- or-

der of words. 

6.4. Natural Language Processing 

Natural language processing is a series of technical set that analyzes, extracts and 

understands meaningful information from text. This paper used twitter package among 

python packages for processing Korean information [26]. 

7. Topic modeling by using Python 

7.1. Marking word dictionary 

Gensim, library for topic modeling implemented as python provides LDA algorithm. 

7.2. LDA model training 

The following two parameters were selected as important parameters to make LDA 

model in Gensim.  

• passes – LDA model learning recall 

• passes – LDA model learning collection 

Two parameters are adjusted and confusion score and consistency score are meas-

ured and parameters with best evaluation are determined to complete the final LDA 

model. 

7.3. Finding optimum passes 

Testing passes with steps classified from 1 to 50 by multiples of 5 assuming that 

num_topics is 10 among LDA model parameters and measuring confusion score and con-

sistency score allows us to get graphs in Figure 3. Passes with best score by analyzing 

graphs are designated as final LDA model parameter values.  

 

Figure 3. Example of graph of confusion score and consistency score according to Passes. 

7.4. Finding num_topocs 

Apply values of passes obtained from 7.3 and find num_topics among LDA model 

parameters. Testing num_topics with steps classified from 2 to 20 by multiples of 2 and 

measuring confusion score and consistency score allows us to get graphs in Figure 4.  

num_topics with best scores by analyzing graphs are designated as final LDA model 

parameter values.  
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In case that the number of topics is twenty or fewer, confusion score and consistency 

score continue to worsen and thus inspecting topics of twenty or more is meaningless. 

 

Figure 4. Example of graph of confusion score and consistency score according to the number of 

topics. 

8. Visualization by using Python 

Produce bag of words through pyLDAvis to visualize bag of words topic model and 

after producing LDA, schematize LDA model as shown in Figure 5 below. 

 

Figure 5. Visualization example using pyLDAvis. 

9. Topic analysis 

Find topics based on LDA model schematization by combining and inferring words 

with high salient values. In case that there is no knowledge of documents and it may be 

difficult to find topics. There is a considerable concern that analyzer’s subjective thoughts 

is involved in analysis. 

10. Conclusion 

RPG is better than games of other genres in terms of DAU and ARPU based on users’ 

continuous play. Therefore, RPG has advantages in securing profits stably in terms of 

game developers. In case of mobile RPG, games are developed in a manufacturing manner 
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rather than characteristic RPG by each developer is developed. Such problem causes us-

ers’ complaints which may affect profits of game developers and lower reliability of mo-

bile RPG games.  

This paper studies a way to analyze users’ opinions and cope with it through text 

mining technique. In order to obtain and analyze data, user reviews are crawled and to-

kened by using python and open-source modules and users’ opinions are figured out by 

extracting meaningful words. In addition, LDA topic modeling technique was used to 

grasp accurate topic (subject) and find meaningful words. This study found optimum per-

formance of LDA model by comparing confusion score and consistency score to evaluate 

performance of LDA model. Data analyzed by LDA model show correlations between 

topics by schematizing. This study can analyze and organize relevant topics through top-

ics analyzed by LDA model and obtain main words composing topics. It is necessary to 

enhance accuracy by improving sophistication in the process of tokening through crawl-

ing. In addition, it is necessary to make a comparative analysis of studies based on analysis 

models. This study is expected to be used in developing and complementing games by 

extracting meaningful data applying findings of this study to games of other genres. 
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